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We investigate dc resistivity and Hall effect of the quasi-two-dimensional organic materials κ-
(ET)2X where X = Ag2(CN)3 and B(CN)4 and compare them with the results for X = Cu2(CN)3.
All three compounds are considered to be quantum spin disordered Mott insulators. Despite high
similarities in chemical composition and crystal structure, large differences in the dc resistivity and
Hall coefficient are found. While around room temperature dc transport properties are dominantly
determined by the strength of electron correlations, upon reducing the temperature dc transport
happens by hopping due to inherent disorder. The most disordered compound with X = Cu2(CN)3
turns out to have the lowest dc resistivity and the highest charge carrier density, i.e. in the phase
diagram it is located closest to the metal-insulator transition. The least disordered compound with
X = B(CN)4 shows the highest resistivity and the lowest carrier density, i.e. lies furthest from the
metal-insulator transition. We explain such counter-intuitive behavior within the theory of Mott-
Anderson localization as a consequence of disorder-induced localized states within the correlation
gap.

PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 71.30.+h, 72.20.My, 72.20.Ee

I. INTRODUCTION

The family of compounds based on bis(ethylene-
dithio)tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-TTF or shorter ET)
molecule is considered as one of the most prominent
model systems for studying electron correlations in two
dimensions. The history started in early 1980s with
the realization of many interesting two-dimensional (2D)
compounds following the successful synthesis of the ET
molecule.1 This family has been intensively investigated
because of unconventional superconductivity which bears
some similarities to the superconductivity in cuprates.2

Besides that, the ET family shows various other ex-
otic phenomena such as charge ordering, ferroelectricity,
Dirac fermions, Mott transition, quantum spin liquid etc.
The ET family has a layered crystal structure which

consists of organic ET layers and inorganic X layers al-
ternately stacked one on another, where X represents
various inorganic anions. Because of charge transfer be-
tween ET and X layers (two ET molecules donate one
electron to an inorganic formula unit X on average) or-
ganic layers become conducting and inorganic layers be-
come insulating. Since charges move much more eas-
ily inside conductive layers than perpendicular to them
the ET family shows quasi-2D electronic properties. Ex-
cept the inorganic anion X, physical properties of various
members of the family depend also on the arrangement
of the ET molecules inside conducting layers denoted by

greek letters such as α, β, κ and θ.

Here we focus on the κ-type arrangement where ET
molecules inside organic layers are paired in dimers which
form a triangular lattice so that each dimer is oriented
approximately perpendicular to its neighbors. Since ac-
cording to the charge transfer there is one hole per dimer
the majority of theoretical models are based on a half-
filled Hubbard Hamiltonian on an anisotropic triangular
lattice.2 The model is based on two transfer integrals
between neighboring dimers t and t′ and the effective
Coulomb repulsion between two electrons on the same
dimer U . Depending on the correlation strength which
is usually defined as U/W , where W is the bandwidth,
a system is in the Mott insulating state (large U/W ) or
in the metallic state (small U/W ). In the Mott insulat-
ing state the Hubbard Hamiltonian can be transformed
to the Heisenberg Hamiltonian which describes spin de-
grees of freedom and which is on the anisotropic trian-
gular lattice defined by superexchange antiferromagnetic
interactions J = −2t2/U and J ′ = −2t′2/U .2 Therefore,
it is expected that the ground state of a Mott insulator
is antiferromagnetic.

The correlation strength U/W can be varied experi-
mentally either by hydrostatic pressure or by studying
materials with different inorganic anions X . Recently we
have studied3,4 the material κ-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 which has
an intermediate correlation strength U/W ≈ 1,5–8 and
which is according to the phase diagram a Mott insula-
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tor close to a boundary with the metallic state. Based on
early studies it belongs to the monoclinic system with the
space group P21/c and with four ET molecules per unit
cell.5,9 However, most recent in-depth investigation re-
vealed a triclinic symmetry structure with the P -1 space
group.10 Crystallographic b and c axes are within the
conducting ET layers while the crystallographic a∗ axis
is perpendicular to them. Despite a strong antiferromag-
netic superexchange interaction J ≈ 250 K no long range
magnetic order has been detected down to temperatures
as low as 30 mK.11 κ-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 is therefore con-
sidered as one of the first realizations of the quantum
spin liquid state theoretically proposed by Anderson12

more than 40 years ago. The absence of the long range
magnetic order is commonly ascribed to the geomet-
ric frustration on an almost isotropic triangular lattice.
Namely, the ratio of the interdimer transfer integrals in
κ-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 t′/t ≈ 0.83 is very close to unity,5,6,13

so it is impossible to arrange all spins in such a way to
fulfill both antiferromagnetic superexchange interactions
J and J ′.

The dc transport study3 of κ-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 showed
the absence of a well-defined correlation (Mott-Hubbard)
gap, expected for Mott insulators,14 in accordance
with optical conductivity measurements.15 The study
indicated that charge transport at low tempera-
tures takes place via Mott 2D variable-range hopping
(VRH), which was later confirmed by magnetotransport
measurements.4 Such behavior together with relaxor-like
dielectric response3,16 implied the presence of disorder
within conducting ET layers which was somewhat sur-
prising, since the corresponding single crystals were nom-
inally clean. However, it is known that in case of κ-
(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 some CN groups lie on inversion centers
and are therefore crystallographically disordered.5 It was
suggested3 that this intrinsic disorder within insulating
Cu2(CN)3 layers is transferred to conducting ET layers
via hydrogen bonds between ethylene groups of the ET
molecules and the disordered CN groups. There is now a
growing body of evidence that this charged disorder, be-
sides the geometric frustration, plays an important role in
formation of the quantum spin liquid ground state.17–19

The presence of hopping conductivity indicates that
κ-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 cannot be considered as a simple
Mott insulator, the insulating properties of which stem
from the existence of a correlation gap. In fact, κ-
(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 is more similar to Anderson insulators
which are gapless but have disorder-induced localized
states at the Fermi level giving rise to hopping conduc-
tivity. It was therefore suggested3 that properties of κ-
(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 should be considered within the more
advanced theory of Mott-Anderson localization.

There are several theoretical studies of the Mott-
Anderson localization20–22 which are in principle based
on two parameters: a correlation strength U/W and a
disorder strength ∆. According to theory, a simple Mott
insulator with a well-defined correlation gap exists only in
the case when there is no disorder, i.e. ∆ = 0. Similarly, a

 

Figure 1. A sketch of the Mott-Anderson phase diagram. This
figure is based on data from Ref. 20.

simple gapless Anderson insulator exists only when there
are no correlations, i.e. U/W = 0. When there are both,
correlations and disorder, the energy spectrum is in gen-
eral quite complicated and consists of localized and de-
localized states so that a distinction mentioned earlier is
no longer possible.
The main results of the Mott-Anderson localization

theory20–22 are summarized in a phase diagram spanned
by U/W and ∆ axes (see Fig. 1). In the limit of low U/W
increasing disorder drives a system from a metallic to an
Anderson insulating state. Such behavior is qualitatively
similar to the one found in conventional Anderson insula-
tors. In the opposite limit of high U/W increasing disor-
der pushes the system from the Mott insulating directly
to the Anderson insulating state. In the most compli-
cated part of the phase diagram with intermediate U/W ,
there is a Mott insulating state for small ∆, an Ander-
son insulating state for large ∆ and metallic state for
intermediate ∆. Besides that, there is also a regime of
coexistence between Mott insulating and metallic state
and a crossover regime between the Mott insulating and
Anderson insulating state. Therefore, to study the the-
ory of Mott-Anderson localization it is desirable to tune
the correlation U/W and/or the disorder strength ∆.
Here we report a detailed dc resistivity and Hall ef-

fect study of the two important members of the κ-
(ET)2X family: κ-(ET)2Ag2(CN)3 and κ-(ET)2B(CN)4
and compare them with our previous results for κ-
(ET)2Cu2(CN)3.

3,4 From now on we will refer to the
three compounds simply with κ-Cu, κ-Ag and κ-B, re-
spectively.
κ-Ag has the same crystal structure as κ-Cu with

the correlation strength U/W ≈ 1,7,8 and frustration
strength t′/t ≈ 0.97,23 which are close to the ones
found in κ-Cu. Accordingly, κ-Ag is also a Mott insu-
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lator with a quantum spin liquid ground state.23 Pre-
vious dc resistivity and dielectric spectroscopy measure-
ments published by our group24 revealed the presence of
2D VRH at low temperatures and relaxor-like behavior
which were both ascribed to the CN disorder within insu-
lating Ag2(CN)3 layers transferred to conducting layers
via hydrogen bonds between ethylene and disordered CN
groups, in a full analogy with κ-Cu.3 However, the de-
gree of disorder within conducting ET layers in κ-Ag is
lower than in κ-Cu due to longer contacts between the
disordered CN groups and terminal ethylene groups of
ET molecules.7,24

The crystal structure of κ-B is orthorhombic with
space group Pnma and with eight ET molecules per unit
cell. ET layers are parallel to crystallographic ac planes
while the crystallographic b axis is perpendicular to them.
The correlation strength U/W ≈ 1,25–27 like the one in κ-
Cu and κ-Ag. Here, it is important to mention that U/W
values can differ even by factor 2 depending on the cal-
culation method, either extended Hückel7 or first princi-
ple density functional theory calculations.5,6,25 The latter
calculations do not exist for κ-Ag while extended Hückel
calculations give values for U/W at 300 K: 0.929, 1.043
and 1.1 for κ-Cu, κ-Ag and κ-B, respectively.7 The frus-
tration strength t′/t ≈ 1.44 is significantly larger than
in κ-Cu and κ-Ag indicating more pronounced quasi-1D
nature of κ-B in accordance with magnetic susceptibil-
ity measurements.25 Similar to κ-Cu and κ-Ag, no long
range antiferromagnetic order has been detected down to
the lowest measured temperatures despite strong antifer-
romagnetic superexhange interaction. However, κ-B has
a spin-gapped non-magnetic ground state25 unlike κ-Cu
and κ-Ag for which it is suggested to form a quantum
spin liquid state.

The B(CN)4 anion is orientationally ordered already
at room temperature so there are no crystallographically
disordered CN groups.25 That means that κ-B is the most
ordered of the three compounds, i.e. going from κ-Cu,
across κ-Ag to κ-B the disorder strength ∆ decreases.
This is convenient, because it enables us to consider some
ideas within the Mott-Anderson localization theory and
apply them to the selected three materials. In this pa-
per we show that despite the apparently similar values
of correlation strengths U/W , there are large differences
in dc resistivity and Hall effect between κ-Cu, κ-Ag and
κ-B which can be ascribed to different levels of disorder
within conducting ET layers. The most disordered κ-Cu
turns out to have the lowest resistivity normalized to the
room temperature value and the highest charge carrier
density, i.e. lies closest to the metal-insulator transition.
On the other hand, the least disordered κ-B has the high-
est normalized resistivity and the lowest carrier density
so it is furthest from the metal-insulator transition. We
find that such behavior is consistent with the theory of
Mott-Anderson localization according to which for low
∆ increasing disorder causes the appearance of localized
states within a correlation gap leading in turn to higher
conductivity and higher carrier density.

II. SAMPLES AND METHODS

Single crystals of κ-Ag and κ-B were produced by
galvanostatic oxidation of ET molecules.7,25 In contrast
to single crystals of κ-Cu which were thin plates of a
rectangular shape,3 single crystals of κ-Ag and κ-B are
quite thick and have an elongated hexagonal or square-
like shape. The typical dimensions are 0.7 × 0.5 × 0.2
mm3 for hexagonal samples and 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.2 mm3 for
square ones. The samples were oriented on the basis of
x-ray back-reflection Laue photographs done after dc re-
sistivity and Hall effect experiments. The largest surface
of the samples is parallel to 2D ET layers which in case of
κ-Cu and κ-Ag corresponds to crystallographic bc planes,
while in case of κ-B it corresponds to crystallographic ac
planes. Crystallographic a∗ and b axis are perpendicular
to the bc and ac planes, respectively. While in-plane di-
rections in case of κ-Cu were parallel to the edges of the
sample surface, the situation for κ-Ag and κ-B samples
is more complicated since in-plane directions are not di-
rected along the edges of the sample surface but near the
sample diagonals (see inset of Fig. 2).

Contacts for the dc resistivity and Hall effect measure-
ments were made by applying conductive carbon paint
directly to the sample surface. DC resistivity was mea-
sured by standard four contact technique in the tem-
perature interval 30K < T < 300K along all three
principal directions. The Hall coefficient RH was mea-
sured in the temperature range 100K < T < 300K, and
in magnetic fields B up to 9 T. For all samples, the
current I was applied along the highest-conducting di-
rection and the magnetic field was oriented along the
lowest-conducting direction, i.e. perpendicular to con-
ducting ET planes as in κ-Cu.3 The measurements were
performed at fixed temperatures and in field sweeps
from −Bmax to +Bmax. Hall voltage was determined
as Vxy = [Vxy(+B) − Vxy(−B)]/2 in order to eliminate
the possible mixing of the magnetoresistance component.
The Hall resistance Rxy = Vxy/I was linear with mag-
netic field in the whole temperature interval investigated
for all samples and the Hall coefficient was obtained as
RH = Vxyw/(IB), where w is the sample thickness.
Magnetoresistance of κ-Ag and κ-B was below the reso-
lution of our experiment in the entire temperature range.

Contacts for the dc in-plane and out-of plane resistiv-
ity as well as Hall effect measurements were arranged as
in our previous work on κ-Cu.3 Accordingly, in case of
the in-plane resistivity and Hall effect measurements con-
tacts were placed on the lateral sides of the plates so that
the current flows through the whole thickness of the sam-
ple. For some of the κ-Ag and κ-B samples, especially
the thicker ones, such an arrangement of the contacts
caused a very inhomogeneous current flow through the
sample. It is known that inhomogeneous current flow
can appear in case of a bad sample geometry and can
strongly influence Hall effect measurements.28,29 Here, a
significant reduction of the inhomogeneity of the current
flow was achieved by placing all contacts on the surface
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of the plates. Since for such an arrangement current does
not flow through the whole thickness of the sample, the
measured resistivity is larger than the actual in-plane re-
sistivity. However, it was shown30,31 that if a sample
satisfies the relation w/l ≥ (ρ‖/ρzz)

1/2, which is always
fulfilled for our samples, the actual in-plane resistivity ρ‖
can be calculated from the measured resistivity ρm using
the expression:

ρm ≈ 2(w/l)(ρ‖ρzz)
1/2, (1)

where w is the sample thickness, l is a distance be-
tween the current contacts, ρzz is out-of-plane resistivity,
ρ‖ ≈ 1/2(ρxx+ρyy) and ρxx and ρyy are the two in-plane
resistivities. Knowing the actual in-plane resistivity we
were able to calculate the effective thickness of the sam-
ple that participates in conduction which was necessary
for Hall effect data analysis.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Hopping conductivity and disorder within
insulating layers

Figure 2 presents the temperature dependence of the
dc resistivity ρ along the highest-conducting direction for
all three compounds κ-Cu, κ-Ag and κ-B. The results
confirm our previous data.4,24,25 The average room tem-
perature resistivity values ρRT are 70 mΩcm, 450 mΩcm
and 260 mΩcm for κ-Cu, κ-Ag and κ-B respectively. In
order to highlight the difference in temperature behavior
between compounds with different anions, the resistivi-
ties in Fig. 2 are normalized to the room temperature
values. As can be seen, all three compounds show semi-
conducting behavior in the entire temperature range as
expected for Mott insulators. The change in resistivity
with temperature is most pronounced for κ-B, less for
κ-Ag and least for κ-Cu. The difference between com-
pounds can be quantitatively expressed by comparing
the values of the ratio ρ(T )/ρRT at certain temperature.
Taking e.g. 80 K, which is the lowest temperature with
the data for all three compounds, ρ(T )/ρRT is 40, 200
and 200 000 for κ-Cu, κ-Ag and κ-B respectively.
The out-of-plane anisotropy is large and does not

change much with temperature (not shown). Expressed
as the ratio of the resistivities for the lowest and the
highest-conducting direction it has the value in the range
100 to 1000 for κ-Cu,3,4 around 600 for κ-Ag and around
15 000 for κ-B. The in-plane anisotropy is shown in Fig.
3 as a function of temperature for all three compounds.
While for κ-Cu and κ-Ag the in-plane anisotropy ρc/ρb ≈
1 in the temperature interval 50K < T < 300K, show-
ing quasi-2D behavior, for κ-B the in-plane anisotropy
ρa/ρc ≈ 6 in the entire measured temperature range
in accordance with its more pronounced quasi-1D na-
ture found in magnetic measurements and band structure
calculations.25
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the dc resistivity nor-
malized to the room temperature ρ/ρRT along the highest-
conducting direction for κ-Cu (c-direction, blue line), κ-Ag
(b-direction, red line) and κ-B (c direction, green line). In-
set: In-plane crystallographic directions for hexagonal and
square-like samples (x and y in case of κ-Ag correspond to
the crystallographic b and c axis and in case of κ-B to the a
and c axis, respectively).

Looking back at Fig. 2 it can be seen that none of the
compounds shows simple thermally activated behavior
described by a single temperature independent energy
gap Eg in the entire temperature range:

ρ ∝ exp(Eg/2T ). (2)

This is even more obvious in the plot of the logarith-
mic resistivity derivative dlnρ/d(1/T ) versus tempera-
ture shown in Fig. 4. In case of the simple activated be-
havior described by Eq. 2, dlnρ/d(1/T ) is constant and
its value equals half the energy gap Eg/2. As can be seen
in Fig. 4, dlnρ/d(1/T ) in our case shows a pronounced
temperature dependence for all three compounds exclud-
ing presence of a clear transport gap expected for Mott
insulators.14

Our previous dc resistivity and magnetotransport
measurements3,4 on κ-Cu clearly show that at low tem-
peratures charge transport takes place via Mott 2D VRH
mechanism. The same behavior was also mentioned for κ-
Ag based on dc resistivity results in a recent publication
of our group.24 VRH mechanism is typical for disordered
systems where electric conduction stems from electron
hopping among disorder-induced localized states at the
Fermi level and can be described by the expression:

ρ ∝ exp(T0/T )
1/(d+1), (3)

where T0 is the characteristic Mott temperature and d is
the dimensionality of the system.32 At higher tempera-
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tures VRH can cross over to a nearest-neighbor hopping
(NNH) which is a simple thermally activated process de-
scribed by Eq. analogous to 2.
Figure 5 shows the data from Fig. 2 on a logρ - T−1/3

scale suitable for the 2D VRH (d = 2). As we can see,
while the data for κ-Cu remarkably follow the 2D VRH
mechanism, the data for κ-Ag and κ-B are less convinc-
ing. Therefore, we decided to follow the procedure out-
lined in several papers33–37 where one starts from the
more general expression for resistivity:

ρ ∝ exp(C/T )p (4)

and where the exponent p is determined in a self-
consistent way. For C = T0 and p = 1/(d + 1) Eq. 4
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reduces to Eq. 3 and for C = Eg/2 and p = 1 it reduces
to Eq. 2. The procedure is based on a special logarithmic
resistivity derivative X = −dlnρ/dlnT which for Eq. 4
gives:

X = −
dlnρ

dlnT
= p

(

C

T

)p

. (5)

The exponent p can then be obtained from the slope of
lnX versus lnT .
lnX versus lnT plots are shown in Fig. 6 for all three

compounds. In case of κ-Cu, the slope in the lnX-lnT
graph for T < 100K shows an excellent agreement with
the value p = 1/3 related to 2D VRH and at high temper-
atures up to ≈ 200 K it shows a good agreement with the
value p = 1 related to simple activated behavior which is
ascribed to NNH. Complex behavior of the slope around
100 K can then be associated with a crossover from 2D
VRH to NNH.
In the lnX-lnT plot for κ-Ag three different regions

can be clearly discerned. There is a wide temperature
range between 60 and 180 K where the lnX-lnT data
agrees with the value p = 1 showing simple activated
behavior. This is consistent with a plateau in the loga-
rithmic resistivity derivative dlnρ/d(1/T ) with the value
≈ 500K in the same temperature range shown in Fig.
4. Below 60 K there is a clear change of the slope to-
wards values of p < 1. As can be seen, the data at low
temperatures show satisfactory agreement with the value
p = 1/3 for 2D VRH.24 The simple activated behavior in
the intermediate temperature range can then as for κ-
Cu compound be ascribed to NNH mechanism. At high
temperatures lnX versus lnT shows complicated behav-
ior which prevents the determination of p. In the same
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temperature range dlnρ/d(1/T ) increases with increasing
temperature and shows a tendency of saturation around
room temperature (see Fig. 4) possibly indicating activa-
tion of charge carriers across an energy gap with the value
Eg/2 ≈ 1000K. Similar saturation of dlnρ/d(1/T ) close
to room temperature is found also in the transport inves-
tigation of κ-Ag under pressure.23 Such behavior could be
ascribed to the presence of some form of mixed conductiv-
ity which includes both, NNH and activation across the
energy gap, as was suggested for semi-insulating GaAs
compounds38 and will be discussed later. The mixed con-
ductivity regime is most probably also present in κ-Cu
which is evident from the deviation of the lnX-lnT data
from the p = 1 line in Fig. 6 above 200 K.

κ-B similarly to κ-Ag shows a wide temperature inter-
val between 80 and 190 K with simple activated behav-
ior described by p = 1 followed by complex behavior of
the lnX-lnT at high temperatures. However, the value
of dlnρ/d(1/T ) ≈ 1300K estimated from the plateau
in Fig. 4 is much higher than for κ-Ag. A crossover
from simple activated behavior to VRH at low tempera-
tures, if present at all, could not be detected due to very
high resistances below 80 K. Therefore, we performed
fits to the 2D VRH mechanism only for κ-Cu and κ-Ag
and in the temperature range consistent with the value
p = 1/3 which is indicated by black dashed lines in Fig.
5. The values of Mott temperatures T0 extracted from
the slope of the fits are around 9 × 104 and 7 × 105 K
for κ-Cu and κ-Ag, respectively. The lnX-lnT analysis
is practically identical for the other in-plane direction for
all three compounds which is evident from the almost
temperature-independent in-plane anisotropy shown in
Fig. 3. It is worth mentioning that there is another type
of hopping in the literature known as Efros-Shklovskii
VRH which is present in disordered systems with strong
electron-electron interaction. It is mathematically equiv-
alent to the Mott VRH in one dimension, i.e. p = 1/2
and C = T0 in Eq. 4. However, Efros-Shklovskii VRH
refers to a 3D system and the meaning of the parameter
T0 is different than in Mott 1D VRH.39 Looking at Fig. 6
we can rule out the presence of Efros-Shklovskii VRH in
all three compounds in the entire measured temperature
range.

We know3,24 that hopping conductivity in κ-Cu and
κ-Ag can be ascribed to the CN disorder within insu-
lating layers which is transferred to conducting ET lay-
ers via hydrogen bonds between disordered CN groups
and ethylene groups, more effectively in κ-Cu than in
κ-Ag.3,7,24 A support for such scenario can be found in
x-ray diffraction5 measurements which in case of κ-Cu in-
dicated an ordering of the ethylene groups in a staggered
conformation around 150 K. Looking at Fig. 6 we can
see that around the same temperature there is a crossover
from 2D VRH to NNH for κ-Cu. In case of κ-Ag the ethy-
lene groups order already at room temperature.23 How-
ever, 1H-NMR measurements in the same paper23 found
a strong increase in T−1

1 signal above 200 K which was
attributed to thermal motions of the ethylene groups.

Looking at Fig. 6 we can see that around the same
temperature there is a crossover from NNH to a mixed
conductivity regime for κ-Ag. The relationship between
ethylene groups and our hopping transport is in both
compounds most easily understood within the scenario
of CN disorder being transferred to conducting ET lay-
ers via hydrogen bonds.

In contrast to κ-Cu and κ-Ag, the crystal structure
of κ-B does not possess crystallographically disordered
CN groups.25 It is then surprising that the dc resistiv-
ity shows a strong deviation from simple activated be-
havior above 200 K, very similar to the one found in
κ-Ag (see Fig. 6). The similarity between κ-B and κ-
Ag is even more obvious if we note that 1H-NMR T−1

1

signal of κ-B starts to be governed by thermal motions
of the ethylene groups above 200 K, right at the tem-
perature where the deviation is found. This implies the
existence of a strong link between the dc transport and
the ethylene groups. An increase of dlnρ/d(1/T ) in the
temperature range 200K < T < 300K (see Fig. 4) and
very likely the appearance of a new plateau above room
temperature is by analogy with κ-Ag most easily under-
stood as a crossover from NNH to a mixed conductivity
regime (which includes both NNH and activation across
the energy gap). Therefore, at least some level of disor-
der should be present within the insulating B(CN)4 lay-
ers. For the source of the disorder, molecular rotation of
B(CN)4 anions may be a possible candidate, altghough
no sign of such dynamic behavior was visible from x-ray
diffraction measurements.25 This proposal remains to be
clarified in a future study. It is worth noting that recent
dc resistivity and dielectric spectroscopy measurements
by our group on κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl,

18 which belongs
to the same family as the three compounds investigated
here and with all CN groups ordered, also pointed to-
wards the presence of disorder within conducting ET lay-
ers the origin of which for now remains a mystery. Also, a
recent magnetotransport study of α-(ET)2I3,

40 which has
a different arrangement of ET molecules, revealed hop-
ping conductivity and negative magnetoresistance at low
temperatures that were both ascribed to disorder within
insulating I3 layers which is transferred to conducting lay-
ers via hydrogen bonds. Therefore, it seems likely that
the presence of intrinsic disorder is common among the
compounds of the ET family.

To summarize, all three compounds which are accord-
ing to theory Mott insulators reveal the presence of disor-
der and some form of hopping conductivity which takes
place upon reducing temperature. κ-Cu has the high-
est, κ-Ag the intermediate and κ-B the lowest level of
disorder within conducting ET layers. This seems to be
the most important difference between the three com-
pounds so it should be responsible for large differences
found in our dc transport data. The most disordered
κ-Cu shows at the same time the least insulating behav-
ior, while the least disordered κ-B shows the most insu-
lating behavior. This is at first sight counter-intuitive
and in contrast with the standard theory of Anderson
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Figure 6. lnX versus lnT for the highest-conducting direction for κ-Cu (left panel), κ-Ag (middle panel) and κ-B (right panel).
Black dashed lines correspond to the slopes expected for the 2D VRH (p = 1/3) and simple activated behavior (p = 1).

localization41 where with increasing disorder electronic
states tend to be more localized, i.e. a system becomes
more insulating. However, in the more advanced the-
ory of Mott-Anderson localization20–22 there is a part
of the phase diagram where indeed a disorder increase
drives the system from an insulating towards a metal-
lic state. Such behavior is argued as follows. When the
disorder strength is sufficiently weak, the single-particle
correlation gap might survive despite the appearance of
disorder-induced localized states within the gap. With
increasing disorder, there are more localized states within
the gap which in turn leads to a higher conductivity of a
system. This part of the phase diagram appears for an in-
termediate correlation strength 1 < U/W < 2.5,20 which
is exactly in the range where the U/W values for our
three compounds lie. According to the theory, the most
disordered κ-Cu should have the highest carrier density,
while the least disordered κ-B should have the lowest car-
rier density. It is therefore very important to look at the
Hall effect data for κ-Cu, κ-Ag and κ-B which we do in
the following section.

The existence of localized states within a correlation
gap can easily explain the presence of hopping conduc-
tivity found for all three compounds. The mixed conduc-
tivity regime close to the room temperature can then be
viewed as composed of two channels: one channel which
describes a part of charges that hop between localized
states within the correlation gap and the other channel
which describes a part of charges that are thermally ac-
tivated across the correlation gap. The tendency of satu-
ration of dlnρ/d(1/T ) around room temperature in κ-Ag
(see Fig. 4) indicates that the activation across the cor-
relation gap becomes a dominant conductivity channel
for T > 300 K. The same scenario is expected in κ-B
for even higher temperatures. In contrast to κ-Ag and

κ-B, dlnρ/d(1/T ) for κ-Cu after the first plateau at in-
termediate temperatures associated with NNH decreases
with increasing temperature (see Fig. 4). It is then hard
to imagine the appearance of an another plateau at high
temperatures which would be associated with the activa-
tion of charge carriers across the correlation gap.

A recent optical spectroscopy and pressure-dependent
dc transport measurements together with dynamical
mean-field theory calculations8 revealed the importance
of the quantum Widom line in the phase diagram of
frustrated Mott insulators. The quantum Widom line
separates the Mott state with a well-defined correla-
tion (Mott-Hubbard) gap and the incoherent conduction
regime where the Hubbard bands are strongly blurred by
thermal broadening. It is determined as the global maxi-
mum in a logarithmic resistivity derivative dlnρ/d(1/T ).8

Looking at Fig. 4 we can see that the global maximum in
dlnρ/d(1/T ) for κ-Cu appears around 200 K indicating
that for T > 200 K κ-Cu enters the incoherent conduct-
ing regime which could explain the absence of an addi-
tional plateau at high temperatures which would be as-
sociated with the activation of charge carriers across the
correlation gap. The logarithmic resistivity derivative
dlnρ/d(1/T ) in case of κ-Ag shows the global maximum
around room temperature (Fig. 4) which implies that the
incoherent conduction regime in κ-Ag appears at higher
temperatures than in κ-Cu, in accordance with the dc
transport results from Ref. 8. Such behavior is ascribed
to the difference in correlation strength U/W which, de-
termined from optical measurements U/W = 1.52 for
κ-Cu and U/W = 1.96 for κ-Ag, indicates that κ-Ag is
deeper in the Mott state than κ-Cu.8 According to Fig.
4, κ-B could enter the incoherent conduction regime well
above room temperature which would imply that it is
even deeper in the Mott state. Since the calculated band-
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widthW is comparable in the three compounds, 390 meV
for κ-B,25 and around 450 meV for κ-Ag and κ-Cu,7,8

the different positions in the phase diagram seem to re-
late mostly to the Coulomb repulsion U which determines
the overall size of the Mott-Hubbard gap. To place κ-B
more reliably in the phase diagram optical spectroscopy
results (which enable a direct extraction of the band-
width W and Coulomb energy U) are highly desirable.

B. Carrier densities and closeness to the
metal-insulator transition

The temperature dependence of the Hall coefficientRH

is shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen, RH is positive (hole-
like), and increases with decreasing temperature for all
three compounds. The change in RH(T ) is most pro-
nounced for κ-B, less for κ-Ag and least for κ-Cu showing
similar behavior as the corresponding dc resistivity. This
is even more obvious in Fig. 8 where the temperature
dependence of RH and the corresponding dc resistivity
are shown on the same plot. As can be seen, the Hall co-
efficient approximately follows the same temperature de-
pendence as the dc resistivity which is a common feature
of conventional semiconductors. According to theoretical
considerations6,24,25,42 it is expected that only holes con-
tribute to electrical transport in these compounds, and
therefore we will use the simplest single-band theory for
resistivity and Hall coefficient to qualitatively understand
such behavior:

ρ =
1

neµ
, (6)

RH =
1

ne
(7)

and where n and µ are the density and mobility of free
charge carriers respectively, and e is the electron charge.
Since carrier mobilities usually slowly change with tem-
perature in a power-law manner, the temperature depen-
dence of the resistivity and Hall coefficient in semicon-
ductors are almost completely determined by a strong
exponential behavior of carrier densities. It should be
noted that Eq. 6 and 7 are valid only for an isotropic
energy band, so they are oversimplified for complex sys-
tems such as κ-Cu, κ-Ag and κ-B. Therefore, we will
take Eq. 6 and 7 only for a qualitative description, and
we will talk about effective charge carrier densities neff

and mobilities µeff instead of real ones.
A significant difference between the three compounds

can be also seen in the values of the Hall coefficients or
equivalently in the values of effective carrier densities.
Taking e.g. the values of RH near the room temperature
we get the effective carrier densities neff = 5.2 × 1020,
1.8× 1020 and 0.6× 1020 cm−3 for κ-Cu, κ-Ag and κ-B
respectively. The fact that near the room temperature
the effective carrier density in κ-Cu is around three times
larger than in κ-Ag and almost an order of magnitude
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Figure 7. Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient RH

for κ-Cu (blue symbols), κ-Ag (red symbols) and κ-B (green
symbols).

larger than in κ-B is in agreement with the correspond-
ing temperature dependence of ρ and RH . What is more
important, the measured neff is in full accordance with
the before mentioned theory of Mott-Anderson localiza-
tion, according to which the highest carrier density in
κ-Cu reflects the highest density of disorder-induced lo-
calized states around Fermi level. The effective carrier
mobilites µeff calculated from Eq. 6 and 7 turned out
to be approximately the same (within the error bars)
for all three compounds and of the order 0.1 cm2 V−1 s−1

around room temperature. The effective mobility is al-
most independent on temperature (not shown) except for
κ-Cu below 100 K where it follows the temperature de-
pendence expected for 2D VRH.4

A simple charge transfer consideration between organic
ET and inorganic X subsystem leads to 1/2 hole per ET
molecule. Taking into account four ET molecules in the
unit cell, there are two holes per unit cell for κ-Cu and
κ-Ag. In case of κ-B there are eight ET molecules, i.e.
four holes per unit cell. If the corresponding ET bands
were degenerate, these bands would be quarter-filled by
holes. However, ET bands in the κ-family are split into
upper and lower branches due to strong dimerization of
ET molecules leading to an effectively half-filled system
with holes6,24,25,42 which implies a metallic state. How-
ever, as shown in Fig. 2 all three compounds do not show
metal-like behavior in entire temperature range. Never-
theless, a rough estimate for the carrier density n0 and
Hall coefficient RH,0 calculated from stoichiometry can
serve as an indication of a proximity or a distance from
the metalic state. Taking the unit cell volumes at the

room temperature 1695 Å
3
,5 1757 Å

3
,7 and 3487 Å

3
,25 for
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κ-Cu, κ-Ag and κ-B respectively, gives approximately the
same value of RH,0 ≈ 5 × 10−3 cm3/C for all three com-
pounds indicated by black dashed lines in Fig. 8.

As can be seen, in case of κ-Cu the measured RH near
the room temperature is very close to the value calcu-
lated for a half-filled (metallic) band. Comparing the ef-
fective carrier density neff calculated from the measured
RH with the carrier density expected for a half-filled band
n0 we get near the room temperature neff/n0 ≈ 50%.
The fact that the effective carrier density is the same or-
der of magnitude as the carrier density expected for a
half-filled band gives by now the strongest confirmation
that κ-Cu lies close to the metal-insulator transition. In-
deed, metallic and even superconducting behavior in κ-
Cu was found under a pressure of only ≈ 4 kbar,43 and
metal-like dc resistivity above 200 K was also achieved
by x-ray irradiation-induced carrier doping.44 In case of
κ-Ag neff/n0 ≈ 15% and in case of κ-B neff/n0 ≈ 5%
near the room temperature showing that κ-Ag is further
from the metal-insulator transition than κ-Cu and κ-B
is the furthest. These conclusions are in accordance with
the fact that metallic and superconducting behavior in
κ-Ag are induced for pressures > 9 kbar,23 and in case of
κ-B even pressures as large as 25 kbar are not enough to
suppress the insulating and establish a metallic state.25

The comparison of the measured charge carrier densi-
ties neff with the ones calculated for a half-filled band
n0 strongly confirms that the most disordered κ-Cu lies
closest and the least disordered κ-B furthest from the
metal-insulator transition in accordance with the phase
diagram of the Mott-Anderson localization theory. It is
worth mentioning that the previous results for κ-Cu,3

where samples from three different batches were explored,
are fully consistent with the present scenario. The sam-
ples from the batch with the highest disorder showed the
least, while the samples from the batch with the lowest
disorder showed the most insulating behavior.

The presence of Mott-Anderson localization in κ-Cu,

κ-Ag and κ-B emphasizes the importance of disorder
which gets more pronounced upon lowering the temper-
ature. This is important because evidence accumulates
that the spin liquid ground state does not originate solely
from the geometric frustration but that disorder also play
a decisive role.17–19 Additional experimental and theo-
retical studies are needed to estimate disorder strength45

and to fully understand the role of disorder in this family
of compounds, especially in case of κ-B whose origin of
disorder is still unknown.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Despite high similarities in the chemical compositions
and crystal structures between κ-Cu, κ-Ag and κ-B, large
differences in dc resistivity ρ and Hall coefficient RH have
been found. ρ for all three compounds shows insulating
behavior which is most pronounced for κ-B and least for
κ-Cu. RH is positive (hole-like) and approximately fol-
lows the temperature behavior of the corresponding ρ.
RH near the room temperature is in case of κ-Cu close
to the value calculated for a half-filled (metallic) band
RH,0 indicating that κ-Cu lies close to a metal-insulator
transition. RH for κ-Ag is significantly higher than RH,0

and for κ-B is the highest indicating that κ-Ag is further
and κ-B is the furthest from the metallic state.
In case of κ-Cu and κ-Ag three different conductivity

regimes were discerned: 2D VRH at low, NNH at inter-
mediate and a mixed conductivity at high temperatures.
Hopping conductivity in κ-Cu and κ-Ag is ascribed to the
crystallographic disorder of CN groups which is trans-
ferred to conducting layers via hydrogen bonds, more
effectively in κ-Cu than in κ-Ag. In case of κ-B, the
CN groups of which are all ordered, only NNH and the
mixed conductivity regime were detected. This implies
that some level of disorder should exist also in κ-B but
its origin remains an open question for a future study.
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The most disordered κ-Cu is closest to the metal-
insulator transition, while the least disordered κ-B is fur-
thest from it. Such counter-intuitive behavior can be un-
derstood within the Mott-Anderson theory according to
which there is a part of the phase diagram where a dis-
order introduces localized states within a correlation gap
increasing in that way conductivity, i.e. pushing a system
towards the metal-insulator transition. Besides localized,
there are also delocalized states which can explain the
presence of both a hopping and a mixed conductivity
regime. The presence of Mott-Anderson localization em-
phasizes the importance of disorder in selected materials
which is crucial in formation of their quantum spin disor-

dered state. Further work is needed to fully understand
such intricate interplay between correlations and disor-
der, especially in κ-B where the origin of disorder is yet
to be clarified.
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